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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2024 NeXus RV Viper 25V, Nexus RV Viper Class B+ gas motorhome 25V
highlights: Hinged Queen Bed Full Wall Slide Wardrobe Cab Over 32" LED TV
Travel in comfort with your spouse or family to see new places and visit friends in
another state. As comfortable as driving will be, the interior offers plenty of space
to dine, relax and unwind. The full wall slide makes each area spacious from the
front to the back where you will find a hinged RV queen bed and a full bathroom
which includes a shower with a flexible hose shower head, a shower skylight and
a vinyl door. You will find storage in the wardrobe and overhead cabinets as well
as along the exterior. The front entertainment center with 32" LED TV will come in
handy on those rainy days. A few other features you are sure to appreciate
include a 4.0 KW generator when you decide to stop off-grid, the LP quick
disconnect, and the 7,500 lb. hitch if you would like to tow your toys and such.
With any Viper Class B+ gas motorhome by Nexus you can enjoy the ride as much
as the destination with Soft Touch driver and passenger seats, a touch screen
stereo with USB, a back up camera, plus Bluetooth and Sirius capabilities. The
upgraded flooring offers style and easy care, and the deluxe innerspring mattress
offers comfort every night. The construction materials include composite
substrate that is impervious to water and hypoallergenic, HSLA steel which is 72%
stronger in the sidewall/roof, a fiberglass roof which has walk-on capability and is
damage resistant, plus heated tanks with road protection and extended season
capabilities. Choose a Viper that is easier to maneuver in town and within tighter
areas with all the amenities and interior space to keep you traveling during any
season!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 293092
VIN Number: 1FDWE3FNXPDD38861
Condition: New
Length: 24
Sleeps: 2
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Dover, Florida, United States
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